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American Gods
Every day of December brings a delightful new Christmas tradition in this unique advent book.
Each day features a festive activity to countdown towards Christmas. It might be a recipe for a
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delicious homemade treat, instructions for a cozy craft, a game to play, a carol to sing, or a
beautifully illustrated story to read with the whole family. This inviting twist on the traditional
advent calendar is perfect for families who love to put their own spin on celebrating the
holidays · Offers fun-filled activity based advent calendar for families · Designed to be shared
together year after year · Beautifully illustrated with accessible and stylish images Fans of
Once Upon a Magic Book and Cookie Advent Cookbook will love this book. This book is
perfect for: · Anyone who celebrates Christmas · Families who love holiday traditions ·
Parents, grandparents, and gift givers

Harry Potter: Exploring Hogwarts
Matthew Reinhart's phenomenal paper engineering, as evidenced in Cinderella and The
Jungle Book, brings an added dimension --literally-- to the classic telling of childhood's most
treasured nursery rhymes. Featuring classic rhymes such as "Mary had a Little Lamb" and
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," readers can experience these timeless verses like never before.
This special collector's edition comes complete with a specially designed, cloth-covered cover
that also includes an additional pop. Each of the 250 copies in existence has been signed and
numbered by Matthew Reinhart.

Peter Pan
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Packed with bonus inserts, Diagon Alley: A Movie Scrapbook is a one-of-a-kind tour through
the beloved wizarding locale. Diagon Alley is a cobblestoned shopping area for wizards and
witches, and it was Harry Potter's first introduction to the wizarding world. On this bustling
street, seen throughout the Harry Potter films, the latest brooms are for sale, wizard authors
give book signings, and young Hogwarts students acquire their school supplies--cauldrons,
quills, robes, wands, and brooms. This magical scrapbook takes readers on an interactive tour
of Diagon Alley, from Gringotts Wizarding Bank to Ollivanders wand shop, Weasleys' Wizard
Wheezes, and beyond. Detailed profiles of each shop include concept illustrations, behind-thescenes photographs, and fascinating reflections from actors and filmmakers that give readers
an unprecedented inside look at the beloved wizarding location. Fans will also revisit key
moments from the films, such as Harry's first visit to Ollivanders when he is selected by his
wand in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone and Harry, Ron, and Hermione's escape from
Gringotts on the back of a Ukrainian Ironbelly dragon in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1. Destined to be a must-have collectible for fans of Harry Potter, Diagon Alley: A Movie
Scrapbook also comes packed with removable inserts.

If Dogs Run Free
Journey into the Wizarding World once more with this stunning new masterpiece from New
York Times best-selling paper engineer Matthew Reinhart. This exhilarating pop-up book
invites you to relive the movie adventures of Hermione Granger, Ron Weasley, and the Boy
Who Lived—Harry Potter—as you explore London’s magical Diagon Alley like never before.
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Inside, gorgeously intricate pop-up spreads render fan-favorite Diagon Alley establishments
such as Ollivanders, Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes, and the Leaky Cauldron, plus other locales
like the Ministry of Magic and platform nine and three-quarters. Pull tabs allow fans to
command the action—rescue a Ukrainian Ironbelly dragon from the depths of Gringotts, or
help Harry navigate out of Knockturn Alley after a Floo powder mishap. Alongside each pop,
discover facts and insights from the making of the Harry Potter films. Plus, the book opens into
a displayable 3D diorama of all the pop-ups at once. Packed with amazing moments and
hidden surprises, Harry Potter: A Pop-Up Guide to Diagon Alley and Beyond is a landmark
new pop-up book guaranteed to impress Harry Potter fans everywhere.

Beauty & the Beast
Explore the iconic locations of Hogwarts as seen in the Harry Potter films with this large-scale
interactive book, Harry Potter: Exploring Hogwarts. Harry Potter: Exploring Hogwarts pairs
striking full-color illustrations of Hogwarts with interactive elements that reveal key movie
scenes, concept art, and behind-the-scenes info on the most memorable locations within
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Go behind-the-scenes with iconic landmarks like
the Forbidden Forest, the Great Hall, and Quidditch Pitch, and discover secret rooms and
mysteries hidden beyond the school’s surface. The first in a series of large-scale interactive
books that explore the iconic locations from the films of the Wizarding World, Harry Potter:
Exploring Hogwarts is the perfect book for readers of all ages to connect with and rediscover
the magic of Hogwarts.
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Game of Thrones
A thrillingly detailed tour of Diagon Alley, as seen in the Harry Potter films! Explore Diagon
Alley in gorgeous and intricate full-color illustrations. From the stacked shelves of Ollivanders
and Weasleys' Wizard Wheezes to the vaults of Gringotts and beyond, journey through fanfavorite locations seen in the Harry Potter films. In immersive drawings of the magical street,
you'll spot iconic scenes, beloved witches and wizards, enchanted artifacts, and more. Along
the way, you'll be treated to fascinating facts about the movie magic that brought Harry Potter
to life on the big screen.

Harry Potter: Imagining Hogwarts
The New York Times bestselling novel about a young man practicing magic in the real world,
now an original series on SYFY “The Magicians is to Harry Potter as a shot of Irish whiskey is
to a glass of weak tea. . . . Hogwarts was never like this.” —George R.R. Martin “Sad,
hilarious, beautiful, and essential to anyone who cares about modern fantasy.” —Joe Hill “A
very knowing and wonderful take on the wizard school genre.” —John Green “The Magicians
may just be the most subversive, gripping and enchanting fantasy novel I’ve read this century.”
—Cory Doctorow “This gripping novel draws on the conventions of contemporary and classic
fantasy novels in order to upend them . . . an unexpectedly moving coming-of-age story.”
—The New Yorker “The best urban fantasy in years.” —A.V. Club Quentin Coldwater is brilliant
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but miserable. A high school math genius, he’s secretly fascinated with a series of children’s
fantasy novels set in a magical land called Fillory, and real life is disappointing by comparison.
When Quentin is unexpectedly admitted to an elite, secret college of magic, it looks like his
wildest dreams have come true. But his newfound powers lead him down a rabbit hole of
hedonism and disillusionment, and ultimately to the dark secret behind the story of Fillory. The
land of his childhood fantasies turns out to be much darker and more dangerous than he ever
could have imagined. . . . The prequel to the New York Times bestselling book The Magician
King and the #1 bestseller The Magician's Land, The Magicians is one of the most daring and
inventive works of literary fantasy in years. No one who has escaped into the worlds of Narnia
and Harry Potter should miss this breathtaking return to the landscape of the imagination.

The Wild
New from Insight Editions’ best-selling Harry Potter Stationery Line, the Harry Potter: Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry Desktop Stationery Set brings a magical touch to your
everyday correspondence! Celebrate the artistry of the Harry Potter films with this Hogwartsthemed stationery set, inspired by the colors and heraldry of the School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry. This collectible desktop set includes a 192-page pocket journal, 20 sheets of
letterhead paper, and 20 envelopes—all of which feature the iconic Hogwarts crest—and a
quill pen. Showcasing vibrant graphics and concept art from the beloved films, this finely
crafted stationery set invites fans into the magical world of Harry Potter.
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Harry Potter: Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry Desktop Stationery Set
(With Pen)
TRANSFORMERS shift, change, and rise to battle in this spectacular interactive pop-up
adventure by bestselling paper engineer Matthew Reinhart. Open each page to explore a
different part of the vast Transformers universe-then pull the tabs to watch the pop-ups change
into entirely new paper creations! Watch as the planet Cybertron changes into an epic battle on
Earth. Then look out for the mighty Autobot Omega Supreme -- Reinhart's tallest pop-up ever
-- as he rises off the page to smash Decepticon foes. In this epic pop-up experience unlike any
seen before, only you hold the power to make the Autobots and Decepticons turn from vehicles
to robots, and back again. Starring more than 35 iconic Transformers characters, including
Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, Megatron, Starscream, and more, Transformers: The Ultimate
Pop-Up Universe offers fans new and old a pop-up experience they won't ever forget. Here's a
book that's truly more than meets the eye!

Harry Potter
Six different scenes from the world of Harry Potter, illustrated in a classic artwork style and with
a vast array of pops, levers and sliders to explore! Fly the Ford Anglia across the sky,
participate in a Quidditch match and see Harry encounter a dragon in the Triwizard
Tournament.
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J. K. Rowling's Wizarding World: Magical Film Projections
In America's National Parks: A Pop-Up Book, “America's Best Idea,” our national parks, spring
to life as spectacular three-dimensional scenes by paper engineer Bruce Foster (creator of the
best-selling Harry Potter Pop-Up Book). Travel 18 of our most popular parks, with six as
stunning pop-ups in this one-of-a-kind keepsake with magnificent art by Dave Ember in the
style of 1930s WPA posters. Experience alligators in the Everglades, mountain goats in
Glacier, bears in Great Smoky Mountains, the raging river of the Grand Canyon, geysers in
Yellowstone, and the soaring mountains of Yosemite as never before. Old Faithful spouts a full
13 inches above the page! Detailed descriptions of 12 other national parks (Acadia, Channel
Islands, Crater Lake, Cuyahoga Valley, Death Valley, Grand Teton, Mammoth Cave, Olympic,
Rocky Mountain, Saguaro, Shenandoah, and Zion) accompany colorful reproductions of
original WPA posters. More than a book, this piece of art is sure to become a treasured family
heirloom.

Descriptosaurus
Connecting deeply with our kids can be difficult in our busy, technology-driven lives. Reading
aloud offers us a chance to be fully present with our children. It also increases our kids’
academic success, inspires compassion, and fortifies them with the inner strength they need to
face life’s challenges. As Sarah Mackenzie has found with her own six children, reading aloud
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long after kids are able to read to themselves can deepen relationships in a powerful way.
Founder of the immensely popular Read-Aloud Revival podcast, Sarah knows first-hand how
reading can change a child’s life. In The Read-Aloud Family, she offers the inspiration and ageappropriate book lists you need to start a read-aloud movement in your own home. From a
toddler’s wonder to a teenager’s resistance, Sarah details practical strategies to make reading
aloud a meaningful family ritual. Reading aloud not only has the power to change a family—it
has the power to change the world.

The Pop-Up Book of Nightmares
DIVEnter the enchanting world of pop-ups and handmade paper crafts. Join author Helen
Hiebert as she guides you through materials, tools and pop-up basics including parallel folds,
angle folds, combinations and variations, and layered pop-ups. Enjoy creating 20 projects to
play with ranging from cards and books to buildings, graphic design pieces, and more.
Featuring a high-end gallery of artists, whose beautiful work will inspire you to make your own
amazing paper art, Playing with Pop-Ups will teach you to create interactive pieces that
everyone will enjoy./div

Transformers: The Ultimate Pop-Up Universe
Synopsis coming soon.
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The Wisdom of Crowds
Pop-up illustrations capture the nature of common phobias, including the dentist's drill, heights,
flying, and spiders

A Pop-up Book of Nursery Rhymes (Limited Edition)
Reviews of the first edition "This book is a treasure trove of descriptive language Highly
recommended for both teachers and parents. I wish I’d had a copy of this book when I was a
full time English teacher! Invest in a copy today; you’ll be glad you did." Sue Cowley,
bestselling author, teacher and teacher trainer "Help to banish 'blank page syndrome' for ever,
with this innovative book Created by teacher, Alison Wilcox, this inspirational book will build
children's confidence in their writing ability." Literacy Times Plus "A real ‘godsend’ to hardpressed teachers, parents and pupils." Denis Hayes, author of Foundations of Primary
Teaching ? Reviews of the second edition ‘the addition of the CD is perfect for the modern day
classroom fantastic!’ ?Emma Palastanga, primary deputy head ‘The book/CD, will be so helpful
to teachers who are struggling to think of different ways to say things and will enhance their
planning and teaching. As a classroom resource it will be invaluable.’ Elaine Smitheman,
primary school teacher ? Now available with a CD-ROM for classroom use, Descriptosaurus is
the first book for creative writing that is a thematic expansion of a dictionary and a thesaurus. It
provides children with a comprehensive resource with which to expand their descriptive
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vocabulary, experiment with language and sentence structure and build up narratives based
around the following areas: Settings – landscapes, settlements and atmosphere, Characters –
appearance, emotions and personality, and Creatures – appearance, abilities and habitats.
New features for the second edition include: IWB compatible CD-ROM containing all the main
elements of the book New VCOP coverage Expanded coverage of adverbs and connectives
New planning sheets to help children organise and structure descriptions Character cards,
games and mountain pyramid vocabulary builders The Descriptosaurus model was created
and refined over a number of years as a result of feedback from children inside and outside the
classroom as to the resources they required to inspire and assist them with their writing. For
reluctant writers or those faced with blank page syndrome, it provides essential starting points
to encourage putting pen to paper. Using Descriptosaurus will not only inspire children, it will
build their confidence and dramatically improve the content of their writing. This is an ideal
resource for all KS2 primary and KS3 secondary English teachers, literacy coordinators and
parents keen to support their childrens’ creative writing. It would also make an excellent
classroom book for PGCE students, particularly Primary PGCE with English specialism.

Harry Potter - Hogwarts
Harry Potter
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Critically acclaimed pop-up engineer Matthew Reinhart celebrates the history, heroes, and
villains of the DC Universe in this ultimate 3-D masterpiece! Bursting with over 25 impressive
pop-ups, this deluxe format features a variety of unique novelty elements-including a light-up
Bat-Signal, a cosmic Justice League of America battle scene, a twirling Lasso of Truth, and a
transparent Invisible Jet! Starring Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, and
many more favorite DC characters, this momentous pop-up exploration releases just in time for
DC Comics' 75th anniversary. Signed and numbered by Matthew, this stunning special edition
also features a cloth slipcase and an exclusive extra pop, making it an absolute must-have for
die-hard DC Super Hero fans of all ages!

Playing with Pop-ups
Lispector’s most shocking novel. The Passion According to G.H., Clarice Lispector’s mystical
novel of 1964, concerns a well-to-do Rio sculptress, G.H., who enters her maid’s room, sees a
cockroach crawling out of the wardrobe, and, panicking, slams the door —crushing the
cockroach —and then watches it die. At the end of the novel, at the height of a spiritual crisis,
comes the most famous and most genuinely shocking scene in Brazilian literature… Lispector
wrote that of all her works this novel was the one that “best corresponded to her demands as a
writer.”

The Pop-Up Book of Phobias
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A guide to the Star Wars universe describes characters, vehicles, organizations, and the
Force, in a volume that includes pop-ups, side flaps, and working light sabers.

Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas Pop-Up
An illustrated version of the Bob Dylan song that asks the question "If dogs run free, why not
we?"

Star Wars
They're gripping, they're realistic, and they're universal--those primal scream-creating
nightmares that every reader has had at one time or another. The Pop-Up Book of Nightmares
brings them vividly to life with ten richly illustrated, over-the-top pop-ups that put the reader
right in the center of a world gone mad. Which one of these nightmares did you have last
night? --Being unprepared for a final exam --Going for a midnight snack and finding a
refrigerator teeming with rats --Giving birth to a baby that's anything but normal --Being chased
by a menace that seems to be everywhere at once --Free falling with no hope of a safe landing
The Pop-Up Book of Nightmares is the perfect gift for anyone who wants to mine the
psychological riches of their deepest slumber.

America's National Parks
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Choose your faction, pick your weapon, and prepare for an astonishing vision of the world of
Azeroth like you've never seen before! Built by best-selling paper engineer Matthew Reinhardt,
the World of Warcraft Pop- Up Book brings the most well-loved locations of Warcraft to life,
from the classic faction hubs of Ogrimmar and Stormwind, to the battle-scarred lands of
Lordaeron and Teldrassil, and more! Each page unfolds into an eye-popping treat, depicting
iconic locations with brand new art and interactive pieces. Unfold each individual spread to
form a map of Azeroth!

Harry Potter: Diagon Alley: A Movie Scrapbook
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants nothing more than to live a quiet life with his
wife and stay out of trouble. Until he learns that she's been killed in a terrible accident. Flying
home for the funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a strange man in the seat next to him
introduces himself. The man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows more about Shadow
than is possible. He warns Shadow that a far bigger storm is coming. And from that moment
on, nothing will ever he the same

Harry Potter: A Pop-Up Guide to Diagon Alley and Beyond
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with
this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
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vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an iconic love
story was born. But until now, fans have heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers
can experience Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This
unforgettable tale as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist.
Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all his
years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating details about Edward's past and the
complexity of his inner thoughts, we understand why this is the defining struggle of his life.
How can he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella into danger? In Midnight Sun,
Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers and
brings us an epic novel about the profound pleasures and devastating consequences of
immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn
instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1 IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook
August Must-Listens Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb
inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times

The World of Warcraft Pop-Up Book
Introduce your little ones to bold women like J.K. Rowling and important values like
imagination, always being yourself, and being a good friend with this book series! Celebrate J.
K. Rowling’s most motivational and powerful moments, with quotes from the literary genius
responsible for the creation of Harry Potter and vibrant illustrations by Alison Oliver (Moon;
BabyLit series.) Be imaginative. Be a friend. Be you. Look for the companion volumes, Be
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Bold, Baby: Michelle Obama; Be Bold Baby: Oprah Winfrey; and Be Bold Baby: Sonia
Sotomayor.

The Read-Aloud Family
Inspired by the Emmy Award–winning credits sequence that opens each episode of the hit
HBO series, Game of Thrones: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros is guaranteed to thrill the
show’s legions of fans. Featuring stunning pop-up recreations of several key locations from the
series, including the formidable castle of Winterfell, the lavish capital city King’s Landing, and
the Wall’s stark majesty, this book—designed by renowned paper engineer Matthew
Reinhart—takes you into the world of the series like never before. Game of Thrones: A Pop-Up
Guide to Westeros features a total of five stunning spreads, which fold out to create a
remarkable pop-up map of Westeros that is perfect for displaying. The book also contains
numerous mini-pops that bring to life iconic elements of the show, such as direwolves, White
Walkers, giants, and dragons. All the pops are accompanied by insightful text that relays the
rich history of the Seven Kingdoms and beyond, forming a dynamic reference guide to the
world of Game of Thrones. Visually spectacular and enthrallingly interactive, Game of Thrones:
A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros sets a new standard for pop-up books and perfectly captures the
epic scope and imagination of the series.

Magical Scenes
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In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a
deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how
brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise decisions, even
predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki
ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral
economics, artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to show how this simple idea
offers important lessons for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and
think about our world.

The Magicians
Magic abounds in this tall, deluxe pop-up carousel that brings Hogwarts School to life! Open
the book and then tie the covers together with the purple ribbons for an impressive permanent
carousel in your child's room or fold it back up for easy reshelving. Children will adore
identifying rooms and objects they remember from the beloved Harry Potter series, with plenty
of flaps to lift and tabs to slide to unveil the ghosts and things that go bump in the night. You
can even see where Harry Potter sleeps, and lift the lid of the trunk at the end of his bed! The
carousel also features a sheet of punch-out cardboard characters from Severus Snape to
Hagrid, so imaginative youngsters can move them around the school. --amazon.com.

The Passion According to G.H.
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The classic fairy tale is illustrated with pop-up castles and characters.

Harry Potter: The Wand Collection [Softcover]
THE WILD pop-up book is a new form of storytelling that allows the reader to interact with the
story in a whole new way.

Midnight Sun
Inspired by the beloved Harry Potter films, Imagining Hogwarts: A Beginner’s Guide to
Moviemaking teaches kids everything they need to know about making a movie—then gives
them the chance to do it themselves. Fun, creative, and inspiring, Harry Potter: Imagining
Hogwarts: A Beginner's Guide to Moviemaking is the first in an innovative new series that
teaches kids about bringing a world to life through film. Using the Harry Potter films as
examples, this series guides kids through the complete filmmaking process, then asks them to
imagine themselves as the filmmakers. Each book includes a variety of activities that lead up
to the ultimate challenge: shooting their own Harry Potter mini-movie right in their own home.
With engaging, behind-the-scenes content, fun activities, and a final project kids can be proud
of, J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World: Imagining Hogwarts: A Beginner’s Guide to Movie Making
is the ultimate how-to guide for budding filmmakers everywhere.
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Christmas Is Coming! An Advent Book
Readers will delight in this retelling of the classic story of Neverland, pirates, and flying. Robert
Sabuda's elegant text and paper engineering give new life to favorite charcters like Tinkerbell,
Wendy, Michael, and John, and, of course, Peter Pan. Sabuda's beautiful pop-ups are further
complemented by full color illustrations that pull readers even deeper into the magical world
that is Neverland.

Disney Princess: A Magical Pop-Up World
Discover the wands of your favorite Harry Potter characters. In the Harry Potter films, each
wand is as unique as the witch or wizard who wields it. Whether talon-shaped like Bellatrix
Lestrange’s or simple and elegant like Hermione Granger’s, each wand was designed and
crafted by the filmmakers to be a reflection of its owner’s identity. Harry Potter: The Wand
Collection is an in-depth visual guide to the many magical characters and wands of the Harry
Potter films. Detailed profiles of each wand feature stunning new photography, wand statistics,
insights from cast and crew, and other filmmaking secrets from the Warner Bros. archive. This
collectible volume is an ideal resource both for wand-wielding fans looking to learn the history
behind these beloved items and for a new generation of children eager to start their journey
into the wizarding world.
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HARRY POTTER
Starring the timeless characters that have made the Disney Princess films a treasured part of
pop culture and animation history, this visually stunning volume is packed with intricately
designed pop-ups, transformative scenes, and many other surprises. With state-of-the-art
paper engineering and beautifully rendered illustrations, Disney Princess: A Magical Pop-Up
World brings these castles and characters brilliantly to life, capturing the magical worlds that
have enthralled audiences for decades. This collectible piece of Disney Princess magic spans
eleven films and princesses, including fan-favorites such as Belle, Snow White, Ariel, and
Rapunzel. Through twenty-seven pop-ups and transformative scenes, the key moments from
these beloved films leap from the page, and the accompanying text makes this book a
wonderful interactive reading experience that families will treasure. Join Cinderella as she
transforms for the ball, Jasmine as she embarks on a magic carpet ride, Aurora as she pricks
her finger on Maleficent’s spinning wheel and is saved by her prince, and Merida as she
bravely fights to decide her own destiny. The ultimate pop-up for collectors, Disney fans, and
kids of all ages, Disney Princess: A Magical Pop-Up World is an indispensable celebration of
these enduring characters, stories, and fairy tales.

Harry Potter
L. Frank Baum's timeless classic The Wonderful Wizard of Oz was the first uniquely American
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fairy tale. A combination of enchanting fantasy and piercing social commentary, this
remarkable story has entertained and beguiled readers of all ages since it was first published
in 1900. Ray Bradbury writes in his Introduction, "Both [Baum and Shakespeare] lived inside
their heads with a mind gone wild with wanting, wishing, hoping, shaping, dreaming," and it is
this same hunger that makes all of us continue to seek out the story of Oz--and be nourished
by it.This Modern Library Paperback Classic is set from the text of the definitive first edition
and includes the New York Times review of that edition as well as the original Preface by the
author.

DC Super Heroes: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book
Every year, students clamber aboard the Hogwarts Express at platform nine and threequarters and make their way to Hogwarts for the start of another school year. In the
atmospheric castle and its vast grounds, they learn how to brew potions and cast spells, how
to tend magical creatures and defend themselves from dark magic.This magical scrapbook
takes young readers behind the scenes at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry,
covering everything from how students arrive at the school and are sorted into houses to the
many magical subjects they study while there. From Transfiguration to Divination, and from
Herbology to Charms and Quidditch, we are transported into the world of Harry and his friends
with detailed profiles of each subject and information about the professors, classrooms and key
lessons seen in the films. Gorgeously illustrated with dazzling concept art, behind-the-scenes
photographs, and fascinating reflections from the actors and filmmakers, the scrapbook gives
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readers a spellbinding tour of Hogwarts life.Destined to be a must-have collectable for fans of
Harry Potter, Hogwarts: A Movie Scrapbook also comes packed with interactive inserts.

Harry Potter: Exploring Diagon Alley
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Experience Tim Burton's iconic film like never before with this nightmarish pop-up of monstrous
proportions! From the renowned paper engineer Matthew Reinhart comes a mind-blowing
retelling of this classic story in gravity-defying pop-up artwork on every page. A celebration
marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the groundbreaking movie, this is the perfect item for
avid The Nightmare Before Christmas fans, holiday ghouls, and undead merrymakers alike.

Be Bold, Baby: J.K. Rowling
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